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� Precipitation is a key component of the global water 
and energy cycle. 

� Precipitation characteristics (frequency, intensity and 
duration) are expected to change in a warming climate. 

� Climate models often show incorrect combinations of 

Introduction/Motivation :

� Climate models often show incorrect combinations of 
frequency and intensity of precipitation compared to 
observations.

QuestionQuestion:: How accurately are we estimating precipitation
characteristics and their regional distributions ?



Number of rain gauges in a 0.5o x0.5o grid box 

Rain gauges: 
They are relatively accurate but are not evenly distributed.
(certainly rain gauges do not provide sufficient coverage)  

Review: Rain Measuring Instruments:

Source : Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC);

1 5 25 452 3 4

Total number of stations : 67,283 

Ground radars:
Mainly available over regions with dense network of gauges   

Therefore, Satellites are necessary for global observation 
of precipitation 
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Review: Satellites/sensors used for rain estimation:
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Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)

How well do we estimate 
rainfall from space? 

Courtesy of Dr. Wesley Berg 



Goal: Creating a rain reference by using the best sensors 

13.813.8--GHzGHz Precipitation Radar (PR)Precipitation Radar (PR)

Min. detectable  signal : Min. detectable  signal : +17 +17 dBZdBZ
(little sensitivity to light rainfall)(little sensitivity to light rainfall)

TRMM (1997)TRMM (1997)

9494--GHz Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR)GHz Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR)

Min. detectable reflectivity factor:~Min. detectable reflectivity factor:~ --28 28 dBZdBZ
(captures light rainfall well)(captures light rainfall well)

CloudSatCloudSat (2006) (2006) 

Therefore, the two sensors complement each other
and the combined rain estimates can be used to
evaluate the skill of the other sensors and products.



Challenge: Scaling and sampling issues

Cloudsat

Method: different scenarios: 

a) Lower bound (CSl) b) Upper bound (CSu)
c) Best guess (CSb)

A. Behrangi, M. Lebsock, S. Wong, B. Lambrigtsen, On the quantification of oceanic 
rainfall using space-borne sensors (in press, JGR 2012). 



Challenge: Scaling and sampling issues



Left: maps of CloudSat rain with comparable resolution
Right: fraction of missed rainfall by different sensors  

CSb 45

CSb 5

Frequency of precipitation occurrence 

Why?

CSb 26

CSb  e.g., 52 @ Nadir

Why?



Zonal fraction of rain and snow/mixed-phase 
precipitation observed by CloudSat

Rain/snow distribution 



Evaluating the performance of our L2 rain products
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Precipitation and cloud classification 

Behrangi, A., T. Kubar, and B. Lambrigtsen (2012), Phenomenological Description of Tropical Clouds Using 
CloudSat Cloud Classification, Monthly Weather Review, 140(10), 3235-3249.



Zonal fraction of rain occurrences captured by different sensors 

Csu
Csb
Csl

Rain occurrence 



Zonal distribution of oceanic mean rain rate
(60oS-60oN)   

Rain volume

General features are consistent with GPCP 
(e.g., position of the convergence zones with off-equatorial maxima)
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Creating the best estimate of rain amount   

The best estimate of rain amount was obtained by combining 
the rain histograms of CloudSat and TRMM radars

PR

CSl

CloudSat CPR
+TRMM PR

A. Behrangi, M. Lebsock, S. Wong, B. Lambrigtsen, On the quantification of oceanic 
rainfall using space-borne sensors (in press, JGR 2012). 



We receive more rain than what we currently measure

Merged radars

Results:  Merged mean rain rate distribution 

TRMM PR

Merged radars



Rain volume distribution for AMSR-E and CloudSat

Problem with high latitude rain 



Zonal frequency of cases at which CloudSat signal saturation occurs 

% of rain samples 

we should recognize that CloudSat also underestimates high- latitude 
rain amounts,  but the total number of cases that saturation problem 
happens is not too much (< 5% of rain events; <0.5% of total samples) 

% of total samples 
(total observation)  



Zonal fraction of mean rain rate captured by each senor

TOTAL RAIN COMES FROM : 
TRMM region : PR+CloudSat     
Extratropic region: CloudSat

--CSu
--CSb
--CSl



Merged CloudSat 
and TRMM radars 

The best guess is 3.05 mm/day
(range: 3.02 – 3.13 mm/day)

Instrument/product  

Mean rain rate (60oS - 60oN) over ocean

(2007,2008, and 2009) 

AMSR-E                                      2.47  mm/day  (misses >~19 % of total)

MHS                                            2.82  mm/day  (misses >~ 8 % of total)

IR                                                1.63  mm/day  (misses > ~40 % of total)

Average mean precipitation rate 

GPCP (Version 2.1) 2.90  mm/day   (misses > ~5 % of total)

IR                                                1.63  mm/day  (misses > ~40 % of total)

Courtesy of Dr. George HuffmanCourtesy of Dr. Wesley Berg 



� CloudSat reveals that we are receiving much more
precipitation than what is currently observed by
other sensors.

� Depending on the rain measuring sensors we miss
considerable amount of precipitation and even more
in terms of precipitation occurrence.

Concluding remarks:

in terms of precipitation occurrence.

� Therefore, careful analysis of our rain records is
necessary for more accurate understanding of
changes in rain characteristics and distributions in
the warming climate and also assessment of our
climate models.



� We are extending the analysis to land areas. The effort
will be critical to uncertainty analysis of rainfall
measurements, especially for water resources studies.

Future work:

under  
development  for 
near real-time 

REFAME  0.08Ox 0.08O resolution every 30 min (Behrangi et al. 2012)

� Using our best observational knowledge for improving
our precipitation records, closing water budget,
evaluation models, and understanding precipitation
trends under warming climate.

� Compare our result with GPCP, 3B43 …

near real-time 
precipitation 
estimation



Thanks !

Contact info:Contact info:

Ali Behrangi 
Ali.behrangi@jpl.nasa.gov


